February 5, 2017

To Whom It May Concern

I am writing on behalf of Susan C. Friedenberg for her exceptional skills and dedication to the business
aviation community.
I have known Susan for over 20 years as a colleague and crewmember. We have flown many challenging
international trips in the most professional manner. Susan’s wisdom and skillsets allow her to
understand the importance of cabin safety and well as passenger comfort. She has excellent
professional and communication skills with both passengers as well as Crew Resource Management
(CRM) with her flight crew.
Susan not only possesses these extraordinary professional skills but she also shares these skills by
teaching and mentoring students who are starting their careers in aviation in the flight attendant
position. I am fortunate to have flown with a few of her protégés only to see Susan’s enthusiastic
attitude as well as her elevated level of knowledge and service shine through.
Please feel free to contact me for a more detailed appreciation.

Jim Kelly
James D. Kelly
Captain / Safety Manager
267 476-9140
G550G650@gmail.com
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September 7, 2015
To Whom It May Concern;
Please accept this letter of recommendation for Ms. Susan Friedenberg. I have known Susan both
professionally and personally for more than 20 years. We have worked together closely on a variety of
client related projects involving the selection, training, evaluation of flight attendants and also the outfitting
of large-cabin, long-range business jet aircraft. Susan has also worked for my company, and several of our
clients, as a corporate flight attendant on a number of occasions. Her professionalism and passion for
promoting the importance of the role of the business aviation flight attendant is renowned throughout our
industry.
I often consult with Susan on professional matters regarding flights attendant protocols, training and the
skill sets required of a professional business aviation flight attendant. She is, by all accounts, considered a
very knowledgeable individual and is well known throughout the business aviation community.
Susan is a frequent speaker on issues pertaining to cabin and food safety and is regarded by many
principals, aviation managers, chief pilots, schedulers and dispatchers as an expert in her field. She has
been published in many business aviation journals and has been interviewed on a variety of topics ranging
from cabin safety to catering and the value of the third crew member. Susan continually endeavors to raise
the bar for corporate flight attendant standards and is a highly dedicated aviation professional.
Ms. Friedenberg would be a valued asset to any company that opts to engage her services and I would
recommend her without hesitation or reservation. Should you have any question please do not hesitate to
contact me directly.
Sincerely,

William J. Quinn, Jr.
President
WJQ/jf

PROFESSIONALISM - INTEGRITY - REPUTATION - VALUE

Educational Speaking Engagement (Two Hours)
Recently, we had the pleasure of having Susan speak at the Aviation Safety
Committee conference in Charleston, SC. Susan is an engaging presenter who
genuinely cares and is very passionate about her topic.
When it comes to educating folks on the proper handling of food and catering in
the Part 135 world, no one knows the subject matter better than Susan. She
provides real world examples of what not to do along with the best practices for
any operation that we all should be incorporating into our charter operations.
Susan also provides in depth training for business aviation flight attendants as
well that covers much more than catering and food safety. She is committed to
having "corporate specific" egress training for anyone in the back of a private
jet. It was a great opportunity for our group to learn from one of the best
experts in the business.
Bob Schick
Chairman, Aviation Safety Committee - National Safety Council
Director of Safety & Risk Management
TAC Air
May, 2015

